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It's the time to speak freely without being censored!

I'm anti-drug, anti-vaccine! My body is Created and not Invent-
ed!

Are You Invented or Created?

How can you feed Created with Invented?

How can you protect Created through Invented?

Was the source of a Creature's growth and development invent-
ed or created?

Has any living Organism, or a non-living thing in humankind's 
history, been invented?

Think about Yourself, Your Future, Your Loved Ones, Your Chil-
dren, and the Future Generations!
 
Think about the historical legacy you will leave behind!

Think About Who Created you!

Think you are here for now; you'll return where you belong 
sooner or later!

Think your power is tiny and limited versus the most incredible 
power that controls you, controls the world, the entire universe, 
and beyond!

Let history engrave your name in the gigantic stone of life, wit-
nessing the more significant contribution you have left behind!

Only history will witness your superseded generations!

Be kind, and be good to yourself and others!

Think of the three Common Factors of Life (CFL) that unite you 
with all humans: Source of Creation, Body & Soul Compositions, 
and Dreams and Ambitions!

Think your true success from others would surpass what could 
come from just yourself! 

 
     Think you are the true leader of today, and your legacy will shift 
to your children as the stronger leaders of tomorrow!

Think to abide by the Cosmogenic Systems Laws of Nature 
(CSLN), which have been unified throughout all human genera-
tions!

Imagine the supernatural power you possess, simply being a hu-
man being, merely the most powerful, strongest, most intelligent, 
and most mysterious creature than any other creature ever existed!

Think your body is a created system and reaches the highest 
performance in all the Five Aspects of Health (FAH), namely Physi-
cal, Emotional, Mental, Spiritual, and Social (PEMSS), the moment 
you discover one of the most advanced discoveries in human histo-
ry; the Haqua Revitalize® Therapy (HART); Haquapathic Medicine 
(HAM); or simply Haquapathy; exclusively REVITALIZING & ENER-
GIZING your entire system with the Four Essential Elements of Life 
(FEELs); namely; Water, Oxygen, Hydrogen, and Energy (WOHE)! 
All these represent exclusively created Non-Living Things, and not 
Invented!
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Think your success never stops as you continue Climbing the 
Endless Mountains of Life (CEML)!

Each peak you reach in Climbing the Endless Mountains of Life 
(CEML) represents your success!

Think as you reach your Five Aspects of Health (FAH), namely 
Physical, Emotional, Mental, Spiritual, and Social (PEMSS) health in 
your Climbing the Endless Mountains of Life (CEML) journey using 
your Four Essential Elements of Life (FEELs) as your most potent 
weapons, your next level is followed by reaching the Five Factors 
of Wealth (FIFAW); namely, Power of Faith and Devotion; Five As-
pects of Health (FAH); Happiness; Skill and Knowledge; and finally 
Opulence!

Think you're Climbing the Endless Mountains of Life (CEML) as 
your journey continues, reaching the Five Pinnacles of Transcen-
dent Life (FPTL), namely: Emptiness, FAH, FIFAW, Two Heavens 
Heavenly Life (Earth & Eternal), and finally, the highest peak of 
your CEML, holding your trophy of victorious Transcendent Life!

Think your complete devotion to the BICADU Theory (Believe, 
Implement, Continue, Appreciate, Discipline, and Understand) to 
the role in which the Four Essential Elements of Life (FEELs) rep-
resent the only source of your creation and development, including 
every human being on this planet!

Think these Four Essential Elements of Life (FEELs), namely ; 
water, oxygen, hydrogen, and energy; represent the only source of 
every living organism!

 
Think you are the master of all nature!

Think of protecting nature to protect yourself and your super-
seding generations!

Stay Haquated! I want to Gulp My Haqua!
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